Ulabox increases
margins by 10%
with AI pricing
How Optimus Price used AI to help
the leading Spanish online supermarket
increase their proﬁts

Success story

Using AI to detect the optimal price
Optimus Price also improved pricing
for products with competitor
references. Detecting when clients
are willing to pay more for a better
service is critical to avoid the race to
the bottom with competitors.

Ulabox, the leading Spanish online
supermarket, used Optimus Price to
set their prices during 2019.
Mareike Pfennig, Head of Digital
Sales at Ulabox, used the tool for a
year.

According to Mareike, “We realized
some competitors are too cheap and
we shouldn’t mindlessly match their
prices. Optimus Price identiﬁed
prices we could raise to increase
margins without losing sales”.

Over this period they increased
their proﬁts by 10%, thanks to
price elasticity calculations.
“We need to apply two diﬀerent
strategies to price our catalog,
depending on whether the product
is available from other competitors,
or whether we are the only seller”.

Another important feature of
Optimus Price is the interpretability
of the results. “At the beginning I
carefully checked the elasticity plots
to understand what the AI was
doing, but later I learned to trust
the results and follow the price
recommendations”.

“Before Optimus Price we were
working with a price monitoring tool
which was useful for some
products”, Mareike adds, “but we
were setting prices blindly for
7,000 products, those without
competitor references”.

Data

AI Models

Result

Connect to data
sources, private or
external

Detect elasticity
with automatic
price experiments

Get optimal prices
and urgent alerts
for all products

Before, Ulabox was not able to use
dynamic pricing techniques. It was
just impossible to do it manually for
such a large catalog.
They focused on their top sellers,
leaving their long tail unattended,
and missing out on products with
a high potential.
“With Optimus Price, I only have to
conﬁgure the minimum and
maximum price ranges”, Mareike
concludes. “Optimus Price gives me
peace of mind when setting prices
for products without competitor
references”.

Challenge

Optimize prices for products with
low sales and no competitor references

● Increase margins

Goals

● Avoid pricing mistakes on products
with no external references

Solution

Results

Dynamic pricing based on elasticity
calculation with price experiments

● 10% margin increase
● Peace of mind setting prices

“We realized some competitors are too cheap
and we shouldn’t mindlessly match their prices.
Optimus Price identiﬁed prices we could raise
to increase margins without losing sales”
Mareike Pfennig
Head of Digital Sales @ Ulabox

About Optimus Price
Optimus Price helps retailers increase
their margins by optimizing prices and
forecasting demand with AI.
Our SaaS provides service from small
ecommerce stores to some of the
biggest retailers in the world.
Founded in 2015 by researchers from
the Barcelona Supercomputing Center,
the company has been awarded by
universities, public institutions,
corporates, and startup accelerators
and the press.
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